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Abstract
e switching model is a Markov chain approach to sample graphs with xed
degree sequence uniformly at random. e recently invented Curveball algo-
rithm [35] for bipartite graphs applies several switches simultaneously (‘trades’).
Here, we introduce Curveball algorithms for simple (un)directed graphs which
use single or simultaneous trades. We show experimentally that these algorithms
converge magnitudes faster than the corresponding switching models.
Keywords: Curveball algorithm, random networks, graphs with xed degree se-
quences, matrices with xed column sums, contingency tables with xed margins.
1 Introduction
e uniform sampling of bipartite, directed or undirected graphs (without self-loops
and multiple edges) with xed degree sequence has many applications in network
science [30, 31, 4, 10, 16]. In this paper we focus on Markov chain approaches to this
problem, where a graph is randomised by repeatedly making small changes to it. Even
though several Markov chains have been shown to converge to the uniform distribu-
tion on their state space [32, 4, 38, 11], the main question for both theoreticians and
practitioners remains unanswered: that is, in all but some special cases it is unknown
how many changes need to be made, i.e. how many steps the Markov chains needs to
take, in order to sample from a distribution that is close to uniform.
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e best known Markov chain approach for sampling graphs with xed degree se-
quence is the switching model1 [33, 36, 32, 28]. It nds an approximately uniform
sample of bipartite graphs, undirected graphs or directed graphs with given vertex
degrees, by repeatedly switching the ends of non-adjacent edge pairs. is simple
yet exible approach converges to the uniform distribution if implemented correctly.
Furthermore, this chain was proven as fully polynomial almost uniform sampler for
the following classes of graphs: regular, half-regular and irregular with bounded de-
grees [12, 17, 29, 18, 14]. However, even for these classes of graphs, the theoretically
proven mixing time is much too large to use in practice, e.g. O(d24n9log(n)) for reg-
ular graphs with degree d [17]. Notice that the fully polynomial uniform sampler of
Jerrum et al. [21] for perfect matchings can be used to sample all graphs with xed de-
gree sequence in polynomial time in transforming the xed degree sequence problem
in a perfect matching problem via an approach of Tue [37]. Beza´kova´ et al intro-
duced a chain extending the idea of Jerrum et al [9]. However, the theoretical proven
mixing times are much too large in practice and furthermore, this approach is more
dicult to implement.
In this paper we analyse and further develop a dierent Markov chain approach: the
Curveball algorithm [35], which randomises bipartite graphs and directed graphs with
self-loops. Experimentally, this chain has been shown to mix much faster than the cor-
responding switching chain [35]. e intuition behind the Curveball algorithm mixing
faster than the switching model can be understood when thinking of both algorithms
as games in which kids trade cards. at is, think of the Curveball algorithm as an
algorithm that randomises the binary n×m bi-adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph.
Imagine that each row of the adjacency matrix corresponds to a kid, and the 1’s in
each row correspond to the cards owned by the kid. en at each step in the Curve-
ball algorithm, two kids are randomly selected, and trade a number of their diering
cards. Using this same analogy for the switching model, in each step two cards are
randomly selected and traded if rstly they are dierent and secondly they are owned
by dierent kids. Intuitively, the Curveball algorithm is clearly a more ecient ap-
proach to randomise the card ownership by the kids. More formally, the Curveball
algorithm is also based on switches but instead of making one switch, several switches
can be made in a single step. We show that this leads to possibly exponentially many
graphs being reached in a single step, in contrast with the switching model where at
most O(n4) (the maximum number of possible edge pairs) graphs can be reached in
a single step.
Several algorithms closely related to the Curveball algorithm were discovered inde-
pendently by Verhelst [38]. In particular, Verhelst already made the critical change
from switches to trades. e Curveball algorithm is briey mentioned by Verhelst as a
variation on his non-uniform sampling algorithms. However, he prefers a Metropolis-
Hastings approach to obtain uniform samples, since intuitively it mixes faster. It is
unclear if the added complexity of a single trade in this algorithm causes the overall
algorithm to run faster. Verhelst furthermore introduces an algorithm similar to the
1Also known as rewiring, switching chain and swapping edges.
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Curveball algorithm that xes the position and number of self-loops, and hence can
be used to randomise directed graphs2.
Here, we propose two extensions of the Curveball algorithm: the Directed Curveball
algorithm, which samples directed graphs and the Undirected Curveball algorithm,
which samples graphs3. Our proposed algorithm for directed graphs diers from Ver-
helst’s algorithm in the way it deals with induced cycle sets [8]. By introducing these
extensions, we show that, just like the switching model, the Curveball algorithm of-
fers a exible framework that can be used to randomise several classes of graphs.
Furthermore, we propose a modication to the Curveball algorithm and the Directed
Curveball algorithm, that further increases the number of states that can be reached
in a single step. We refer to these algorithms as the Global Curveball algorithm and
the Global Directed Curveball algorithm respectively. In the card game analogy, our
modication corresponds to leing all kids trade cards in pairs simultaneously instead
of leing only one pair of kids trade.
We prove that both extensions of the Curveball algorithm, as well as our global di-
rected Curveball algorithms, converge to the uniform distribution. We do so by show-
ing that their Markov chains are ergodic (the underlying state graph is non-bipartite
and connected) and the transition probabilities are symmetric (see [19] for an overview
on random sampling). Our proofs follow the approach in [11] where the original
Curveball algorithm was proven to converge to the uniform distribution.
We show experimentally that the introduced Curveball algorithms all tend to mix
magnitudes faster than the respective switching models. However, even though ex-
perimentally it is clear that the Curveball algorithm outperforms the switching model,
we do not have a theoretical justication for this. In fact, it turns out that the tech-
niques used to prove fast mixing for the switching chain can not be transferred to
the Curveball algorithm. Hence we present the question of fast mixing for Curveball
algorithms as an interesting open problem. In our opinion, the Curveball algorithm
provides a big opportunity and step forward to fast mixing Markov chains for the
sampling of graphs with xed degree sequence.
e remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 rst discusses the origi-
nal Curveball algorithm in terms of adjacency lists, it then introduces two extensions
of the Curveball algorithm: the Directed Curveball algorithm that randomises directed
graphs, and the Undirected Curveball algorithm that randomises graphs. Furthermore
it introduces our modication to the Curveball algorithm and Directed Curveball. In
Section 3 we prove that under mild conditions, all proposed algorithms converge to
the uniform distribution. Section 4 presents our experimental results on the run-times
of all proposed algorithms. Furthermore we analyse why the proof of rapid mixing for
the switching model can not be used for the Curveball algorithm. Finally we discuss
2roughout this paper we use the convention that directed graphs do not contain self-loops or multiple
edges.
3roughout this paper we use the convention that graphs do not contain self-loops or multiple edges.
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our conclusions and recommendations for further research in Section 5.
2 e Curveball algorithm and its extensions
We start with a formal denition. Given two lists (a1, . . . , an) and (b1, . . . , bn′) of
non-negative integers, the realization problem for bipartite xed degree sequence asks
whether there is a labelled bipartite graph, G = (V,U,E), such that all vertices
v1, . . . , vn with vi ∈ V have degree ai and all vertices u1, ..., un′ with ui ∈ U de-
gree bi. Analogously, the realisation problem for directed xed degree sequence asks
for a labelled directed graph for a list (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn), and the realisation prob-
lem for undirected xed degree sequence for a graph for given list (a1, . . . , an). For an
overview about these problems see [6]. e corresponding graphs or lists for each
problem are called realisations or degree sequences, respectively.
e Curveball algorithm, as introduced in [35, 11], is a Markov chain approach to the
uniform random sampling of a realisation with bipartite xed degree sequence. Given
one such realization, the Curveball algorithm nds others by repeatedly making small
changes to the adjacency list representation of the bipartite graph.
e adjacency list representation [22] of a bipartite graph G = (V,U,E) is a set of
lists Ai, one for each vertex vi ∈ V . e list Ai contains the indices j corresponding
to the neighbours uj of vi (see Figure 1(a))4. e adjacency list representation of all
graphs discussed in this paper are in fact sets of sets. We will therefore from now on
refer to this representation as the adjacency set representation.
Figure 1: e adjacency set representations of (a) a bipartite graph, (b) a digraph, and
(c) a graph.
e Curveball algorithm randomises the adjacency sets of a bipartite graph using the
following steps. (a) Select two sets Ai and Aj at random. (b) Let Ai−j be all indices
that are in Ai but not in Aj , i.e. Ai−j = Ai \ Aj . Similarly dene Aj−i = Aj \ Ai.
(c) Create new sets Bi by removing Ai−j from Ai and adding the same number of
elements randomly chosen fromAi−j∪Aj−i. CombineAj \Aj−i with the remaining
elements of Ai−j ∪ Aj−i to form Bj . (d) Reiterate step (a)-(c) N times, for a certain
xed number N .
4A bipartite graph can also be represented by sets Ai corresponding to neighbours of the vertex ui.
Depending on the degree sequence, the Curveball algorithm may run faster on this representation.
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We follow [11] and refer to one iteration of steps (a)-(c) as a trade and the number of
exchanged indices |Bi \ Ai| = |Bj \ Aj | as the size of the trade. Notice that trades
can be of size zero and such trades correspond to repeating the current state in the
Markov chain. Furthermore, note that each switch in the switching model for directed
graphs equals a trade of size one in the Curveball algorithm, as was shown in [10, 38].
However, the Curveball algorithm in addition allows trades of larger size.
As discussed in [11], the Curveball algorithm can be used to sample directed graphs
with at most one self-loop per vertex (without multiple edges) with xed in- and out-
degrees. e adjacency set representation of a digraph with self-loops consists of sets
Ai corresponding to the out-neighbours of a vertex vi (Figure 1(b))5.
We now introduce two extensions of the Curveball algorithm: e Directed Curveball
algorithm randomises directed graphs for a xed degree sequence S = (a1, b1), . . . ,
(an, bn) (realisation problem for directed xed degree sequence) and the Undirected
Curveball algorithm randomises graphs for a xed degree sequence S = (a1, ..., an)
(realisation problem for undirected xed degree sequence).
2.1 e Directed Curveball algorithm
e Directed Curveball algorithm randomises directed graphs by randomising their
adjacency set representation. e adjacency set representation of a digraph is the
same as that of directed graphs with self-loops, except that it has the property i /∈ Ai
for all i, since directed graphs do not contain self-loops. e Directed Curveball algo-
rithm diers from the Curveball algorithm in step (b) only. In the Directed Curveball
algorithm, the set Ai−j is dened as all elements in Ai not in Aj and not equal to
j, i.e. Ai−j := Ai \ (Aj ∪ {j}). e set Aj−i is dened analogously by Aj−i :=
Aj \ (Ai ∪ {i}). is small change ensures no self-loops are introduced while ran-
domising directed graphs. Figure 2 illustrates the Directed Curveball algorithm.
Notice that for the Directed Curveball algorithm trades can be of size zero and such
trades correspond to repeating a state in the Markov chain. e Lemma below shows
that all switches in the switching model for directed graphs equal trades of size one in
the Directed Curveball algorithm. But, the Directed Curveball algorithm in addition
allows trades of larger size.
Lemma 1. Any switch in a digraph is a trade of size one in step (c) of the Directed
Curveball algorithm.
Proof. Let (x, y) and (u, v) be arcs in a digraph G that are allowed to be switched.
en x can not be equal to v and u can not be equal to y since otherwise this switch
5It is also possible to use a representation based on in-neighbours. In this case, the sets Ai correspond
to the in-neighbours of vi. Depending on the digraph that is being randomised, the Curveball algorithm
may be more ecient when using the in-neighbour representation.
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would introduce a self-loop. Furthermore v /∈ Ax and y /∈ Au since otherwise the
resulting digraph would have multiple edges. In particular this implies y ∈ Ax−u and
v ∈ Au−x. Now if row x and row u are selected for a trade, thenBx = (Ax\{y})∪{v}
and Bu = (Au \ {v})∪ y are possible sets in step (c) that lead to exactly the two new
arcs (x, v) and (u, y).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Directed Curveball algorithm. In this example, the vertices
v3 and v5 are selected in step (a). In step (b) their entries are compared to create the sets
A3−5 and A5−3. Notice that 3 is removed from A5 since trading it would introduce a
self-loop at vertex v3. In step (c) the new setsB3 andB5 are constructed by randomly
redistributing the elements 1, 2, 4 and 6. Step (d) repeats steps (a)-(c) N times. e
dashed arrow shows the result of the single trade made in steps (a)-(c).
2.2 e Undirected Curveball algorithm
e Undirected Curveball algorithm samples graphs with xed degree sequence. e
adjacency set representation of a graphG = (V,E) is a set of setsAi. e setAi now
contains the indices of the neighbours of vertex vi (Figure 1(c)). e symmetry of a
graph is reected in its adjacency set representation. at is, i is an element of Aj if
and only if j is also an element of Ai. Furthermore, these sets have the property that
i /∈ Ai for all i, since graphs do not contain self-loops. We introduce the Undirected
Curveball algorithm. is algorithm randomises the adjacency set representation of
a graph while maintaining its symmetry and ensuring no self-loops are introduced.
e Undirected Curveball algorithm is dened by the following steps. (a) Randomly
select two sets Ai and Aj . (b) Let Ai−j be the set of elements in Ai not in Aj and not
equal to j, i.e. Ai−j := Ai \ (Aj ∪{j}). Analogously deneAj−i := Aj \ (Ai ∪{i}).
(c) Create a new set Bi by removing Ai−j from Ai and adding the same number of
elements randomly chosen fromAi−j∪Aj−i. CombineAj \Aj−i with the remaining
elements of Ai−j ∪ Aj−i to form Bj . (c′) For each index k ∈ Bi \ Ai, replace j by i
in Bk , similarly for each l ∈ Bj \ Aj , replace i by j in Bl. (d) Reiterate step (a)-(c′)
N times, for a certain xed number N . Figure 3 illustrates the Undirected Curveball
algorithm.
Step (b) ensures no self-loops are introduced. Step (c′) is well-dened since k ∈ Bi\Ai
implies k /∈ Ai and k ∈ Aj . is in turn implies that i /∈ Ak and j ∈ Ak by
symmetry of the adjacency sets. us we can replace j by i in Ak to obtain Bk .
Similarly l ∈ Bj \ Aj implies that i is an element of Al and that j is not. And thus,
replacing i by j inAl is well-dened. Step (c′) thus ensures thatB represents a graph.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the Undirected Curveball algorithm. In this example the sets
A1 and A6 are selected in step (a). In step (b) their entries are compared to create the
sets A1−6 and A6−1. In step (c) the new sets B1 and B6 are constructed by randomly
redistributing the elements 2, 3, 4 and 5. Step (c’) updates the sets corresponding to
indices involved in the trade. In this case we need to update B2 and B3 by removing
1 and inserting 6, conversely B4 and B5 are updated by removing 6 and inserting 1.
Step (d) repeats steps (a)-(c’)N times. e dashed arrow shows the result of the single
trade illustrated by steps (a)-(c’).
Notice that the Undirected Curveball algorithm includes trades of size zero which
correspond to repeating the current state in the Markov chain. Furthermore, Lemma
2 shows that any switch in the switching model for graphs corresponds to a trade
of size one in the Undirected Curveball algorithm. In fact, Figure 4 shows that for
each switch in the switching model, there are two dierent trades of size one in the
Undirected Curveball algorithm.
Lemma 2. Let G,G′ be graphs that dier by a switch. ere are two trades of size one
in the Undirected Curveball algorithm from G to G′.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that G = (V,E) and G′ = (V,E′)
dier by a switch from {x, y} and {u, v} to {x, v} and {u, y} (see Figure 4). Let
{A1, . . . , An} be the adjacency set representation of G, then y ∈ Ax−u since the
edge {x, y} is an edge of G, the edge {u, y} is not and y can not be equal to u since
{u, y} ∈ E′ and G′ has no self-loops. Similarly we nd that v ∈ Au−x and hence
the trade that swaps y and v between rows x and u results in the graph G′. Similarly,
there is a second trade which generates G′, namely the trade that exchanges x and u
between sets Ay and Av .
select      and 
select      and 
Figure 4: A switch corresponds to a trade of size one in the Undirected Curveball
algorithm. Notice that each switch can be realized by two distinct trades: the switch
from {x, y} and {u, v} to {x, v} and {u, y} can be realized by selecting Ax and Au
or by selecting Ay and Av .
Analogous to the other versions of the Curveball algorithm, the Undirected Curveball
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algorithm in addition allows trades of larger size, corresponding to making several
switches at once.
2.3 e global directed Curveball algorithms
We now introduce the Global Curveball algorithm and the Global Directed Curveball
algorithm as a modication of the Curveball algorithm and the Directed Curveball
algorithm respectively. e number of graphs that can be reached by a single step
in the Markov chain of these global Curveball algorithms is even higher than for the
regular Curveball algorithms. is modication is motivated by our desire to improve
the Curveball algorithm in situations where all trades correspond to switches, i.e.
larger trades cannot happen. is happens for instance when a bi-adjacency matrix
represents a perfect matching, i.e. row and column sums are one. In this case, each
trade has at most size one, and hence corresponds to either a switch or a repeated
state.
As explained in the introduction, instead of aempting trades between two sets (kids)
in the adjacency set representation, the global algorithms allow each of the sets to
trade in pairs. More formally, the Global Curveball algorithm and the Global Directed
Curveball algorithm are dened as follows. We replace step (a) in the Curveball algo-
rithm and Directed Curveball algorithm by the following step: For all lists A1, . . . An
choose uniformly at random a 2-partition (Ai1 , Ai2), (Ai3 , Ai4), . . . , (Ain−1 , Ain) for
even n, or, (Ai1 , Ai2), (Ai3 , Ai4), . . . , (Ain−2 , Ain−1), (Ain) for odd n. For each pair
(Aik , Aik+1) apply steps (b)-(c). Step (d) again reiterates steps (a)-(c) N times. We
refer to one iteration of steps (a)-(c) as a global trade in analogy to the term trade for
the Curveball algorithm. In the Appendix we present Algorithm 1 for determining a
uniform 2-partition in O(n) asymptotic runtime.
In our example of a perfect matching above, the Global Curveball algorithm has an
exponential number of possible transitions for each realisation: each pair of the (n−
1) · (n− 3) · · · 3 · 1 possible partitions allows 2n/2 dierent global trades, since all n/2
adjacency list pairs allow two trades (a switch or a trade of size zero). is exponential
number of possible transitions is in contrast to only a quadratic number of transitions
in the Curveball algorithm: each transition corresponding to a single switch for each
of the
(
n
2
)
possible adjacency list pairs.
A similar modication to the Undirected Curveball algorithm is not possible. A trade
between two sets aects additional sets in step (c′), and hence a trade between a pair
of sets is not independent of trades between other pairs of sets.
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3 Convergence to the uniform distribution
A Markov chain can be seen as a random walk [27] on a set Ω of combinatorial ob-
jects, the so-called states. Two states x, y ∈ Ω are connected via a transition edge
(x, y) ∈ Ψ, when x can be transformed into y via a small local change. For the
switching chain such a ‘local change’ corresponds to a switch, and in the Curveball al-
gorithms to one trade. For both algorithms, the states of Ω are all realisations of a xed
degree sequence. is denition induces a so-called directed state graph Γ = (Ω,Ψ),
representing the states and how they are connected by local changes. A step from x
to y in a random walk is done with transition probability pxy.
In [11] the Curveball algorithm was proven to converge to the uniform distribution
by applying the fundamental theorem for Markov chains (see for example [26]).
eorem 3. A nite Markov chain converges to its unique stationary distribution if its
state graph Γ = (Ω,Ψ) is connected and non-bipartite. If there exists a probability dis-
tribution pi : Ω 7→ [0, 1] such that the detailed balanced equations, pi(x)pxy = pi(y)pyx,
are satised for all (x, y) ∈ Ψ, then pi is the unique stationary distribution.
Markov chains which full these properties are called ergodic. is theorem implies
that an ergodic Markov chain converges to the uniform distribution if pxy = pyx for
all x, y ∈ Ω.
We now derive the conditions for which the Directed Curveball algorithm, the Undi-
rected Curveball algorithm, the Global Curveball algorithm, and the Global Directed
Curveball algorithm converge to the uniform distribution on their respective state
spaces, i.e. the set of all possible solutions of the realisation problem.
3.1 Directed Curveball algorithm
We start by deriving the transition probabilities of the Directed Curveball algorithm.
Lemma 4. Let A and B be two adjacency set representations of directed graphs with
equal degree sequence. e transition probability PAB from A to B, in the Directed
Curveball algorithm, is given by
PAB =

2
n(n−1)
si!sj !
(si+sj)!
if B only diers from A in sets Ai and Aj ,
1−∑C,C 6=A PAC if A = B,
0 otherwise.
where si = |Ai−j | and sj = |Aj−i|. Hence, PAB = PBA for all A,B.
Proof. e probability of transitioning from a stateA to another stateB that diers in
a trade between sets Ai and Aj can be found as follows. e probability of selecting
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setAi and setAj equals the inverse of the number of pairs of sets in the adjacency set
representation, i.e. 2/n(n−1), where n equals the number of sets. e probability that
shuingAi−j ∪Aj−i results in stateB equals the inverse of the number of ways you
can select si unordered elements from the setAi−j∪Aj−i in step (c) of the algorithm.
is probability equals si!sj !/(si+sj)! since |Ai−j ∪Aj−i| = si + sj .
To show that the probabilities PAB and PBA are equal for all adjacency sets A and
B we only need to show that this is true in the non-trivial case when the adjacency
sets dier exactly in two sets, say Ai and Aj . |Bi| equals |Ai|, and |Bj | equals |Aj |
since trades do not change the number of elements. We nd |Ai−j | = |Bi−j | since
Ai−j = Ai \ {Aj ∪ {j}}, and Bi−j = Bi \ {Bj ∪ {j}}. Similarly |Bj−i| = |Aj−i|,
and indeed we nd PAB = PBA.
We next discuss that connectance of eorem 3 is fullled for the Directed Curveball
algorithm. Notice that Lemma 1 implies that the state graph of the switching model
for simple directed graphs is a subgraph of the state graph of the Directed Curveball
algorithm because each switch is a trade of size one. Hence, since both Markov chains
have the same state space, whenever the switching model for directed graphs has
irreducible Markov chain then so does the Markov chain of the Directed Curveball
algorithm. is leads to the following theorem.
eorem 5. If the state graph corresponding to the switching chain for directed xed
degree sequences is connected, then the Markov chain of the Directed Curveball chain
converges to its stationary distribution, which is the uniform distribution.
Proof. e state graph of the switching model with respect to directed graphs is a
subgraph of the state graph of the Directed Curveball algorithm (Lemma 1). Hence, a
connected state graph of the switching chain implies a connected state graph of the
Directed Curveball chain. e state graph of the Directed Curveball chain is always
non-bipartite, since there is a non-zero transition probability PAA of repeating each
state A in step (c), due to trades of size zero. Finally PAB = PBA for all states A
and B (see Lemma 4). Hence convergence to the uniform distribution follows from
eorem 3.
It is well-known that the switching model for directed graphs can have a reducible
Markov chain [32]. e simplest example being a directed cycle on three vertices,
its opposite orientation can not be achieved by switches, since no switch is possible
without introducing self-loops. We know of two approaches to mitigate this problem
for switching chains: one is to introduce an additional move which reorients directed
cycles of length three (hexagonal move in [32]). is is the approach taken in [38]
to sample directed graphs. However, we follow a second approach that uses a pre-
sampling step [8]. We prefer this approach because the corresponding Markov chain
runs on a (potentially much) smaller state graph compared with the triangle reorien-
tation chain and hence should be faster. Furthermore, this approach is much easier to
transfer to the Directed Curveball algorithm.
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To discuss this approach we need the denition of induced cycle sets [8] for a directed
graph sequence S. An induced cycle set consists of three indices, i1, i2 and i3, for
pairs in S such that the vertices vi1 , vi2 , vi3 form a directed cycle in each directed
graph realisation of S.
Let ΨS be the state graph of the switching model for directed graphs with xed degree
sequence S. Berger et al [8] prove that ΨS is non-connected if and only if S contains
an induced cycle set. In fact, they prove that if S contains k induced cycle sets, then
ΨS consists of 2k isomorphic components where each component corresponds to a
specic orientation for all k cycles. Hence, instead of introducing a triangle reorienta-
tion, Berger et al. [8] choose one of the isomorphic components uniformly at random
prior to running the switching model on this component. Notice that they also show
that all induced cycle sets are disjunctive, i.e. at most n/3 such cycle sets are possible.
eorem 6. e state graph of the Directed Curveball algorithm decomposes in 2k iso-
morphic components, where k ≤ n is the number of induced cycle sets. If it is not
connected (k > 0), then applying the Directed Curveball algorithm on any component
leads to the uniform distribution of all states in this component.
Proof. e state graph for the Directed Curveball decomposes in at most 2k isomor-
phic components because the state graph of the switching chain for directed sequences
is a subgraph (Lemma 1) of the state graph of the Directed Curveball algorithm, and
the state graph of the switching chain decomposes in 2k isomorphic components
[8]. All these components contain realisations which only dier in the orientation
of triangles of induced cycle sets. e Directed Curveball algorithm basically ap-
plies switches, and is not able to change these triangles. Hence, the state graph of
the Directed Curveball chain has exactly 2k components, consisting of exactly the
same states as the components of the switching chain state graph. erefore trades
must be identical in each component leading to isomorphic components. Using the
non-bipartiteness of each component (proof of eorem 5) and PAB = PBA with
Lemma 4, it follows with eorem 3 that the Directed Curveball algorithm on a com-
ponent converges to the uniform distribution on all states in the component.
is theorem implies that choosing one component uniformly at random and applying
the Directed Curveball algorithm on this component leads to a uniform distribution
of all states. Hence, we propose the following Adjusted Directed Curveball algorithm
for a directed graph G with degree sequence S: (1) Identify all k induced cycle sets
in S. (2) Choose a random orientation for each induced cycle set in G, leading to a
realisation G′ of S. (3) Use the Directed Curveball algorithm starting with G′.
Corollary 7. Let G be a directed graph with directed graph sequence S. e Adjusted
Directed Curveball algorithm converges to the uniform distribution on all directed graph
realisations of S.
We now propose a linear-time algorithm for the identication of all induced cycle sets
in (1) of the Adjusted Directed Curveball algorithm. is approach follows a result of
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LaMar [25], which we describe in a dierent form and simplify. We rst dene the
corrected Ferrers matrix for a given degree sequence. Let S := (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)
be a degree sequence in non-increasing lexicographical order. e n × n corrected
Ferrers matrix F corresponding to S is a matrix with row sums b1, . . . , bn. Each row i
consists of bi consecutive 1’s followed by consecutive 0’s with the exception that the
diagonal elements Fii are always 0. is leads to column sums f1, . . . , fn of F. e
classical result of Chen-Fulkerson-Ryser states that S has a realisation if and only
if
∑l
i=1(fi − ai) ≥ 0 for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For a comprehensive discussion we
recommend the paper of Berger [7]. We dene 1x : N 7→ N as the function with
1x(y) = 1 for y = x and 1x(y) = 0 in all other cases. LaMar [25] stated the following
result.
eorem 8 (LaMar 2009, [25]). Let S = (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn) be a lexicographical
non-increasing degree sequence with a directed graph as realisation, and f1, . . . , fn the
column sums of its corrected Ferrers matrix.
Let S = (b′1, a
′
1), . . . , (b
′
n, a
′
n) = (bσ(1), aσ(1)), . . . , (bσ(n), aσ(n)) be a permutation of
S which was generated by exchanging the component order in all pairs and sorting it in
non-increasing lexicographical order. Let f ′1, . . . , f
′
n be the column sums of its corrected
Ferrers matrix.
Indices i, i+ 1, i+ 2 form an induced cycle set in S if and only if
1. (ai, bi) = (ai+1, bi+1) = (ai+2, bi+2) = (k, i),
2. (b′k, a
′
k) = (b
′
k+1, a
′
k+1) = (b
′
k+2, a
′
k+1) = (i, k),
3.
∑l
i=1(fi − ai) = 1i(l) + 1i+1(l) for l ∈ {i− 1, . . . , i+ 2},
4.
∑l
i=1(f
′
i − b′i) = 1k(l) + 1k+1(l) for l ∈ {k − 1, . . . , k + 2}.
We state a simpler version of this theorem which is based on the observation that
items (2) and (4) follow directly from items (1) and (3).
eorem 9. Let S = (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn) be a lexicographical non-increasing degree
sequence with a directed graph as realisation, and f1, . . . , fn the column sums of its
corrected Ferrers matrix. Indices i, i+ 1, i+ 2 form in S an induced cycle set if and only
if
1. (ai, bi) = (ai+1, bi+1) = (ai+2, bi+2) = (k, i),
2.
∑l
j=1(fj − aj) = 1i(l) + 1i+1(l) for l ∈ {i− 1, . . . , i+ 2},
Proof. e proof is given in the Appendix.
is results in the following algorithm for detecting all induced cycle sets in linear
time (which was also the case for Lamar’s eorem 8). (1) Sort S in non-increasing
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lexicographical order, (2) determine the set T of all triples (i, i+ 1, i+ 2) fullling (1)
in eorem 9, (3) construct the corresponding Ferrers matrix for S, and (4) determine
sl :=
∑l
i=1(fi−ai) for l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If (si−1, si, si+1, si+2) = (0, 1, 1, 0) for triple
t := (i, i+ 1, i+ 2) ∈ T then t is an induced cycle set. Step (1),(2),(4) can be done in
O(n) time. e construction of the Ferrers matrix needsO(m) time wherem denotes
the number of 1’s in the matrix. In summary this algorithm leads to an asymptotic
linear time.
3.2 Undirected Curveball
We now discuss the conditions under which the Undirected Curveball algorithm con-
verges to the uniform distribution. We start by deriving its transition probabilities.
Lemma 10. Let A and B be two adjacency set representations of graphs with equal de-
gree sequence. e transition probability PAB from A to B, in the Undirected Curveball
algorithm, is given by
PAB =

2
n(n−1)
(
si!sj !
(si+sj)!
+ sk!sl!(sk+sl)!
)
if A and B dier by a trade of size one,
between sets Ai and Aj , exchanging k and l,
2
n(n−1)
si!sj !
(si+sj)!
if A and B dier in a trade of size more
than one between sets Ai and Aj ,
1−∑C,C 6=A PAC if A = B,
0 otherwise.
with si = |Ai−j |, sj = |Aj−i|, sk = |Ak−l| and sl = |Al−k|. In particular, PAB =
PBA for all states A,B.
Proof. When the adjacency sets A and B dier by a trade of size one between sets Ai
and Aj involving indices k and l, then they also dier by a trade of size one between
sets Ak and Al involving indices i and j (see Lemma 2). Hence, we need to add the
probabilities of selecting either one of these trades. When A and B dier in trade of
size larger than one, there is a unique pair of sets that corresponds to this trade, hence
we nd the usual transition probability.
To see that PAB = PBA, observe that just like in the Directed Curveball algorithm
(see Lemma 4), a trade between sets Ai and Aj to form Bi and Bj implies that
|Ai−j | = |Bi−j | and |Aj−i| = |Bj−i| since trades leave common elements invari-
ant and do not alter the number of elements in each set.
eorem11. For any graphG, the Markov chain of the Undirected Curveball algorithm
starting at G converges to the uniform distribution on all graphs with the same degree
sequences as G.
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Proof. e state graph of the switching chain for graphs with xed degree sequence
is a subgraph of the state graph of the Undirected Curveball algorithm on the same
states (Lemma 2). e state graph of the switching model was shown to be connected
in [36, 13] which implies the connectance of the state graph of the Undirected Curve-
ball algorithm. e state graph of the Undirected Curveball algorithm is always non-
bipartite, since there is a non-zero probability of repeating each state, due to trades of
size zero. Finally PAB = PBA, see Lemma 10. Hence by eorem 3 the Undirected
Curveball algorithm converges to the uniform distribution on its state space.
3.3 e global directed Curveball algorithms
We start by deriving the transition probabilities for the Global Curveball algorithm
of Subsection 2.3. We rst calculate the number of possible global trades for one 2-
partition P , and then develop the number of possible transitions for all 2-partitions.
is value will be taken as a basis for calculating the transition probabilities. In the
following we denote by even partition of a set M := {1, . . . , n} a 2-partition P =
{{i1, i2}, . . . , {in−1, in}}, and by odd partitionP = {{i1, i2}, . . . , {in−2, in−1}, {in}}.
Lemma 12. Let A be the adjacency set representations of a bipartite graph (digraph)
with degree sequence S, and let P be a 2-partition ofM = {1, . . . , n} with n = 2k for
even n, and n = 2k+ 1 for odd n. e number r(P ) of global trades for P in the Global
Curveball chain is
r(P ) = Πj∈{1,3,...,2k−1}
sij + sij+1
sij !sij+1 !
with sij = |Aij−ij+1 | and sij+1 = |Aij+1−ij |.
Proof. e number of global trades for one partition P in the Global Curveball algo-
rithm is the product of the number of trades for each of the randomly chosen pairs
(ij , ij+1), since trades for these pairs are applied independently. e number of trades
for each pair of rows is the same as that in the original Curveball algorithm. is num-
ber was derived in [11] and our result now follows.
We now discuss an example that shows that two dierent 2-partitions and correspond-
ing global trades may result in the same change in the adjacency set representation.
Example 13. Let A be the following adjacency set representation of a bipartite graph
(digraph) with self-loops: A1 = [1, 2], A2 = [2, 3], A3 = [1, 2] and A4 = [2, 3]. Con-
sider the following two dierent 2-partitionsP = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}} andP ′ = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}}.
It is easy to see that the set of global trades for both partitions is exactly the same.
is example leads us to derive the transition probabilities of the Global Curveball
algorithm as follows.
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Lemma 14. Let A and B be two adjacency set representations of bipartite graphs (di-
graphs) with equal degree sequence, andP the set of all 2-partitions ofM = {1, . . . , n}.
e transition probability PAB fromA toB, in the Global Curveball algorithms, is given
by
PAB =

1
|P|
∑
{P∈P | B results from a global trade in A using P }
1
r(P ) if B diers from A
by a global trade,
1−∑C,C 6=A PAC if A = B,
0 otherwise.
where r(P ) is the number of global trades for one partition P in Lemma 12. e num-
ber P of 2-partitions is given by Πk∈{1,3,...,n−1}n − k for even partitions, and by
Πk∈{0,2,...,n−1}n− k for odd partitions. In particular, PAB = PBA for all A,B.
Proof. We prove the result for the bipartite and directed case simultaneously. Each
partition in P corresponds to at most one global trade (see Lemma 12) betweenA and
B. e probability of selecting a partition that corresponds to a global trade between
A and B equals 1/|P|. For each of these partitions, P , the probability of selecting the
corresponding global trade between A and B equals 1/r(P ).
We derive the number of 2-partitions |P| in the Appendix.
Using the same arguments as in proof of Lemma 4 we get PAB = PBA for all A,B
because 1/r(P ) is the probability of n/2 independent trades in the directed Curveball
algorithms.
Recalling that global trades correspond to a number of independent trades in the
Curveball algorithm it follows that the state graph of the directed version of the Global
Curveball algorithm decomposes in 2k isomorphic components whenever induced
cycle sets are contained in degree sequence S. All results from subsection 3.1 can
be applied analogously leading to an adjusted version of the global directed algorithm
which samples uniform at random one isomorphic component and uses global trades
to sample within this isomorphic component uniformly at random. We do not repeat
all details from subsection 3.1. Instead we state the following theorem.
eorem 15. If the state graph corresponding to the switching chain for directed xed
degree sequences is connected, then the Markov chain of the Global Directed Curveball
chain converges to its stationary distribution, which is the uniform distribution. On the
other hand, if the Markov chain of the switching model is not connected, then applying
the Global Directed Curveball algorithm to any component converges to the uniform
distribution on all states in this component.
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4 Mixing time and experimental stopping times
e most important question for practitioners as well as theoreticians is how many
steps the (global) Curveball algorithms have to run from an initial probability distri-
bution (where an initial state is taken from) to sample from a probability distribution
which is close to the uniform distribution. is number is dened as the total mixing
time, i.e. the number N of reiteration steps in the Curveball algorithms.
e Curveball algorithm has experimentally been shown to run much faster than the
switching algorithm [35]. Although we do not know if the total mixing time of the
Curveball algorithm is smaller than that of the switching model, we show that all of
our proposed Curveball algorithms (see Section 2) tend to run faster in experiments
than the respective switching models.
4.1 Experimental results
We compared the mixing times of the Curveball algorithm, the Global Curveball al-
gorithm and the switching model for a number of random and real networks.
Our main interest is in comparing the asymptotic mixing times of these algorithms.
For this reason, we want to measure the impact of the structure of the state graph on
the mixing time while disregarding the impact of the dierent probabilities to repeat
states, since the laer corresponds to a polynomial term in the asymptotic mixing
time.
In order to measure the impact of the increased number of neighbours for each graph
in the Curveball algorithms as compared to the switching model, we altered the Markov
chains of all algorithms slightly. Specically, for the Curveball algorithms, when
we select a row-pair for which non-zero trades exist, we ensure a non-zero trade
is selected in step (c) of the algorithm, i.e. one chooses only a random subset S of
Ai− j ∪Aj − i with S 6= Ai− j. In [11] it was shown that this ’Good-Shue Curve-
ball algorithm’ converges to the uniform distribution. It is straightforward to adjust
those arguments to show that the adjusted Global Curveball algorithms still converge
to the uniform distribution too. For the switching models, we adjust the algorithms
such that they resemble the Curveball algorithms more closely. at is, we select a
row-pair, and if non-zero trades exists we select a trade of size one at random. Again,
this algorithm still converges to the uniform distribution, due to an argument similar
to that for the Good-Shue Curveball algorithm.
e perturbation scores [35] between a current (directed) graph in the Markov chain
and the initial (directed) graph computes the fraction of edges in which these two
graphs dier. It hence provides a dissimilarity measure. We use the point where this
perturbation score stabilizes as an estimate for the mixing time of the Markov chains.
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Figure 5 shows our comparison of the algorithms for ten directed graphs. We ran-
domise six Erdo˝s-Re´nyi networks G(n, p) with 1000 vertices and varying probability
p ∈ {0.05, 0.06, . . . 0.1}, three random networks generated using the simple pref-
erential aachment model introduced by Albert and Baraba´si [5] with 1000 vertices
and varying number of added edges m ∈ {1, 2, 3} per step, and a real directed graph
which represents a protein interaction network [3, 15].
Our main ndings from these experiments are the following. e Directed Curve-
ball algorithm converges much faster than the switching chain for the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
random networks and the real network. Furthermore, the Global Directed Curveball
algorithm converges dramatically faster than the Directed Curveball algorithm for all
networks. e Directed Curveball algorithm and switching chain have similar per-
formance for the Albert Baraba´si random networks. is can be explained by the fact
that all vertices in this network have low out-degree (1, 2 or 3 respectively) and hence
trades are of small size too. Furthermore, due to the power-law in-degree distribu-
tion, many of the edges will have the same target further limiting the size of trades.
However, the Global Directed Curveball algorithm again drastically improves the con-
vergence of the perturbation score as compared to the Directed Curveball algorithm.
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Figure 5: e perturbation scores of the Markov chains while randomising ten dier-
ent directed graphs. On the le we compare the Directed Curveball algorithm (solid)
to the Switching model (dashed), on the right we compare the Global Directed Curve-
ball algorithm (solid) to the Directed Curveball algorithm (dashed). On the x-axis we
plot the number of steps in the Markov chains, and on the y-axis the corresponding
perturbation score. We run each Markov chain ten times. For the switching chain and
the Directed Curveball algorithm we letN = 100.000 steps and compute the average
perturbation score over the ten runs for every 100th step. For the comparison of the
Global Directed Curveball algorithm and the Directed Curveball algorithm we take
just N =1000 steps and compute the average perturbation score over ten runs every
10th step.
Our ndings for directed graphs with self-loops are identical to the ndings for di-
rected graphs and presented in the Appendix.
Figure 6 shows our comparison of the Undirected Curveball algorithm and the switch-
ing chain for ten undirected graphs. We randomise six undirected Erdo˝s-Re´nyi net-
works G(n, p) with 1000 vertices and varying probability p ∈ {0.05, 0.06, . . . 0.1},
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three random networks generated using the simple preferential aachment model
introduced by Albert and Baraba´si with 1000 vertices and varying number of added
edges m ∈ {1, 2, 3} per step (we remove directionality from the edges), and a real
graph which represents an online social network for hamster owners [2].
Our ndings for graphs are very similar to our ndings for directed graphs. e Di-
rected Curveball algorithm converges much faster than the switching chain for the
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random networks and the real network. However, the algorithms have
similar performance for the Albert Baraba´si random networks.
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Figure 6: e perturbation scores corresponding to the switching chain and the Undi-
rected Curveball algorithm while randomising ten dierent graphs. We run each
Markov chain ten times and let N = 100.000. We compute the average perturba-
tion score over the ten runs for every 100th step. e solid line corresponds to the
Undirected Curveball algorithm and the dashed line to the switching chain.
All algorithms were implemented in the R programming language and are publicly
available [1].
4.2 eoretical questions
Even though there is experimental evidence that the mixing time of the Curveball al-
gorithms is much faster than that of switching models, there is currently no theoretical
proof. ere are few theoretical results about the rapid mixing of the switching model.
For the special case of regular and semi-regular networks [23, 17, 29], the polynomial
upper bound for the mixing time was found using a multi-commodity ow argument
[20, 34]. ese proofs rely on dening a special class of paths between all states in the
state graph. Paths are chosen in such a way that the load on each edge (the number of
paths it takes part in) is relatively small. e mixing time can then be bounded from
above in terms of a product of these edge loads and the inverse of their transition
probabilities.
Unfortunately the multi-commodity ow method can not be used to prove rapid mix-
ing for the Curveball algorithm. e same method applied to the class of paths that
was used in the switching chain cannot be used, the argument breaks down when esti-
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mating the transition probabilities. e reason for this is that the transition probabili-
ties in the Curveball algorithm can be exponentially small with respect to the number
of vertices n in a network, leading to an exponential factor in the upper bound.
We do not believe that the small transition probabilities are an actual obstruction to
fast mixing of the Curveball algorithms, since each state also has a corresponding
exponential number of neighbouring states. e fastest mixing Markov chain on N
states has the complete graph as its state graph, with all transition probabilities equal
to 1/N . With an exponentially large state space, these probabilities are also expo-
nentially small. Intuitively, the Curveball algorithm is much closer to this optimal
situation than the switching method.
It appears that an altogether dierent method is needed to nd a theoretical upper
bound for the mixing time of the Curveball algorithm. is is a dicult, but important
open problem. e Curveball algorithm seems to be a step in the right direction for
the fast generation of random directed networks.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced two extensions of the Curveball algorithm: the Directed
Curveball algorithm and the Undirected Curveball algorithm. ese algorithms were
developed to randomise undirected and simple directed networks while xing their
degree sequence.
It is important for random network models to sample without bias. We proved that
both the Directed Curveball algorithm and the Undirected Curveball algorithm con-
verge to the uniform distribution. Furthermore, experimental evidence shows that
they do so much faster than the well-known switching models. We recommend the
use of these models over that of the switching model, especially for large networks.
We pointed out why current techniques can not be used for formal proof of rapid
mixing of the Curveball algorithm. Developing new techniques and proving rapid
mixing is an interesting open problem.
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Appendix
In the following we give an algorithm for computing a 2-partition P of a set M =
{1, . . . , n} uniformly at random. e basic idea is that there is always a pair of integers
in each partition containing the minimum number of a set M. e algorithm creates
one pair with this number i and chooses the partner j randomly from M \ {i}. It
remains to nd a 2-partition of a set M which doesn’t contain i and j.
Algorithm 1 Uniform sampling of a 2-Partition for M = {1, . . . , n}
Input: Set M := {1, . . . , n}.
Output: Uniform sampled 2-partition P = {{i1, i2}, . . . , {in−1, in}} ofM (for even
n). Uniform sampled 2-partition P = {{i1}, {i2, i3}, . . . , {in−1, in}} (for odd n).
1: Initialize P := ∅.
2: if n is odd then
3: choose i ∈M at random and set M ←M \ {i} and P ← P ∪ {{i}}.
4: end if
5: while |M | > 2 do
6: Choose the smallest number i in M .
7: Choose a random element j in M \ {i}.
8: P ← P ∪ {{i, j}}.
9: M ←M \ {i, j}.
10: end while
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e while-loop in step (5) will be used at most n/2 times. A careful implementation
with M as an initial increasing array of numbers 1, . . . , n requires for step (6) and
deleting i in (9), O(1) time, for step (7) O(1) time to choose j [24] and to delete it in
(9). is leads to O(n) time.
eorem 9. Let S = (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn) be a lexicographical non-increasing degree
sequence with a directed graph as realisation, and f1, . . . , fn the column sums of its
corrected Ferrers matrix. Indices i, i+ 1, i+ 2 form in S an induced cycle set if and only
if
1. (ai, bi) = (ai+1, bi+1) = (ai+2, bi+2) = (k, i),
2.
∑l
j=1(fj − aj) = 1i(l) + 1i+1(l) for l ∈ {i− 1, . . . , i+ 2},
Proof. We show that conditions 1.) and 2.) imply that i, i + 1, i + 2 is an induced
cycle set. We prove that for any adjacency matrix A corresponding to a realisation
of sequence S, these two conditions lead to an induced cycle between vertices i, i +
1, i + 2. is shows that each possible realisation possesses such an induced cycle,
and hence i, i+ 1, i+ 2 is an induced cycle set.
LetA be any adjacency matrix corresponding to a realisation of S. Condition 2.) with
l = i− 1 states that the number of 1′s in the rst i− 1 columns of F andA are equal.
In other words, the number of 1′s in all rows from column index 1 to i− 1 are equal
for A and F . Observe that due to the construction of the Ferrers’ matrix, the number
of 1′s in a row j of F from index 1 to i − 1 must always be larger or equal to the
number of 1′s in the same row in A from index 1 to i− 1. us, the sequence of row
sums b(i−1)1 , . . . , b
(i−1)
n for column indices 1 to i − 1 must be identical for matrix A
and F . (A smaller row sum inAwould imply another larger row sum inA). e same
is true for the row sums b(i+2)1 , . . . , b
(i+2)
n for column indices from 1 to i + 2 due to
condition 2.) with l = i+ 2.
Since bi = i, bi+1 = i and bi+2 = i by condition 1.), we nd b(i−1)i = i− 1, b(i−1)i+1 =
i−1, b(i−1)i+2 = i−1 and b(i+2)i = i, b(i+2)i+1 = i, b(i+2)i+2 = i. Hence the 3x3-sub-matrices
of F and A consisting of columns and rows i, i + 1, i + 2 have row sum 1 for each
row. e gure below depicts matrix F .
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F =
1 . . . i i+ 1 i+ 2 . . . n
1

0 1 . . . 1 1 1 1

type (a)... 1 0 . . . 1 ... ... ...1 1 . . . 0 1 1 1
i 1 1 . . . 1 0 1 0 bi
i+ 1 1 1 . . . 1 1 0 0 bi+1
i+ 2 1 1 . . . 1 1 0 0 bi+2
...
? ? . . . ? 0 0 0
type (b)? ? . . . ? ... ... ...
n ? ? . . . ? 0 0 0
fi fi+1 fi+2
Combining conditions 2.) and 1.) we nd that fi = ai + 1 = k+ 1, fi+1 = ai+1 = k,
and fi+2 = ai+2−1 = k−1. Notice that these conditions imply that for any row l of
F with l 6= i, i+ 1, i+ 2 the values of columns Fli, Fli+1, Fli+2 have to equal 1, 1, 1
(type (a)) or 0, 0, 0 (type (b)). If we allowed a row with 1, 1, 0 then there has to be
another row 0, 0, 1, or two other rows 1, 0, 1 and 0, 1, 1, neither of which is possible
for a Ferrers matrix. e same reason forbids 1, 0, 0 as row.
A =
1 . . . i i+ 1 i+ 2 . . . n
1

0 1 . . . 1 1 1 1

type (a)... 1 0 . . . 1 ... ... ...1 1 . . . 0 1 1 1
i 1 1 . . . 1 0 ? ? bi
i+ 1 1 1 . . . 1 ? 0 ? bi+1
i+ 2 1 1 . . . 1 ? ? 0 bi+2
...
? ? . . . ? 0 0 0
type (b)? ? . . . ? ... ... ...
n ? ? . . . ? 0 0 0
ai ai+1 ai+2
To create a realisation of column i in matrix A we need a 1 less than in column i
of F by condition 2.) with ` = i. Let us assume that A`,i = 0 and F`,i = 1 with
` 6= i, i+ 1, i+ 2. is is only possible when F` is of type (a). But then we have two
dierent column sums b(i+2)j in matricesA and F in contradiction to our observation
above.
Hence, we can conclude that either a) ` = i+ 1 or b) ` = i+ 2 (` = i can be excluded
because of the demanded diagonal entry 0). For situation a) we nd thatAi+1,i+2 = 1
so that A′ has row sum 1 for row i + 1. Furthermore row i has column sum 1 in A′
and hence Ai,i+1 = 1 (if Ai,i+2 = 1 then there has to be an index ` 6= i, i + 1, i + 2
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withAl,i+2 = 0 and Fl,i+2 = 1 which is again a contradiction). Similarly in situation
b) we nd Ai+2,i+1 = 1 and Ai,i+2 = 1. In both cases A′ corresponds to an induced
cycle.
Lemma 14. Let A and B be two adjacency set representations of bipartite graphs (di-
graphs) with equal degree sequence, andP the set of all 2-partitions ofM = {1, . . . , n}.
e transition probability PAB fromA toB, in the Global Curveball algorithms, is given
by
PAB =

1
|P|
∑
{P∈P | B results from a global trade in A using P }
1
r(P ) if B diers from A
by a global trade,
1−∑C,C 6=A PAC if A = B,
0 otherwise.
where r(P ) is the number of global trades for one partition P in Lemma 12. e num-
ber P of 2-partitions is given by Πk∈{1,3,...,n−1}n − k for even partitions, and by
Πk∈{0,2,...,n−1}n− k for odd partitions. In particular, PAB = PBA for all A,B.
Proof. e rst part of this Lemma was already given in Section 3.3. We prove the
formula for |P| with induction on n := |M |. When n = 1 and n = 2 there is only
one partition and hence |P| = 1 in both cases. When n = 3 the 2-partition is of
the following form: P = {{i1, i2}, {i3}}. ere are three possibilities to choose i3,
and i1 and i2 are forced by this choice. is results in 3 possible 2-partitions, hence
|P| = 3. When n = 4 a 2-partition is of the following form: {{i1, i2}, {i3, i4}}. Now
i1 can be xed as i1 = 1, because the number 1 must be in one pair. en there are 3
possibilities to choose i2, and aer this choice i3 and i4 are seled. Hence, the number
of 2-partitions is 3, i.e. |P| = 3.
Now let us assume that the claim is true for all l ≤ n−1. For a givenM := {1, . . . , n}
rst assume n is even. We can x i1 := n, because n has to be in one of these pairs.
For i2 we have n − 1 possible choices from 1 to n − 1. Let us denote this choice by
a, i.e i2 = a. Now let Ma equal M \ {a, n}. For each |Ma| = n − 2 we can apply
the induction hypothesis. Each of the n− 1Ma can be combined with {n, a} leading
to a partition of M . Hence, we get for M , |P| = (n − 1) · (Πk∈{1,3,...,n−3}n − 2 −
k) = Πk∈{1,3,...,n−1}n− k. Finally, if n is odd, we rst need to choose an element in
randomly, and then we apply for the remaining even setM \{in} the formula for the
even case.
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Figure 7: e perturbation scores of the Markov chains while randomising ten dier-
ent directed graphs with self-loops. On the le we compare the Curveball algorithm
(solid) to the Switching model (dashed), on the right we compare the Global Curveball
algorithm (solid) to the Curveball algorithm (dashed). On the x-axis we plot the num-
ber of steps in the Markov chains, and on the y-axis the corresponding perturbation
score. We run each Markov chain ten times. For the switching chain and the Curve-
ball algorithm we letN = 100.000 steps and compute the average perturbation score
over the ten runs for every 100th step. For the comparison of the Global Curveball
algorithm and the Curveball algorithm we take just N =1000 steps and compute the
average perturbation score over ten runs every 10th step.
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